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Keypoint Interactive is a complete audience polling solution
that offers simple and intuitive software, virtual keypads for
remote participants and wireless keypads for in-person
attendees. The software plugs right into Microsoft® PowerPoint®
to provide seamless integration with your presentation visuals,
even if your meeting is online. Please be advised that future
verbal and written communications from the bank may be in
English only. These communications may include, but are not
limited to, account agreements, statements and disclosures,
changes in terms or fees; or any servicing of your account.
Additionally, some sections of this site may remain in English.
Continuar. To get access to CitiBusiness ® Online, please
complete and take this printed form to a Citibank branch for
processing. Start Enrollment. Existing Client Support. CitiBusiness
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® Online Support. 1-800-285-1709, Option 1. M-F: 7:00 AM 11:00 PM ET. Sa-Su: 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM ET. Citi Wires Specialty
Services Unit. 1-888-606-9716. Citibank.com provides
information about and access to accounts and financial services
provided by Citibank, N.A. and its affiliates in the United States
and its territories. It does not, and should not be construed as, an
offer, invitation or solicitation of services to individuals outside of
the United States. Citi Commercial Bank has emabarked on a
digital transformation journey that involves incorporating your
feedback directly into your platforms, including CitiBusiness
Online. We will be making enhancements to login, information
reporting and much more in the coming months. We look forward
to launching improvements that will deliver a best-in. Make your
online participants part of the event with interactive Q&A and
live polls. Learn more. Business. Start a two-way conversation
with your employees and run more interactive meetings. Learn
more. All-Hands Meetings. Run effective Q&A sessions and
engage your team during all-company meetings. Learn more.
Webinars Treasury and Trade Solutions CitiDirect BE ®.
Select Your Location Skip to Content. Loading . Remember
User ID. Forgot User ID? Forgot Password? Activate a Card.
Register for Online Access.
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Citi Commercial Bank has emabarked on a digital transformation
journey that involves incorporating your feedback directly into
your platforms, including CitiBusiness Online. We will be making
enhancements to login, information reporting and much more in
the coming months. We look forward to launching improvements
that will deliver a best-in. Keypoint Interactive is a complete
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invitation or solicitation of services to individuals outside of the
United States.
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